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Astronaut of British 
ART 

FELICITY FENNER 

T he most common 
gripe heard 
against Jackson 
Pollock's Blue 
Poles is that it 
doesn't represent 

;:~~~. i1!t~~~J1'~u~~t•~~a~~ 
.. whilt does it mean r are phrases 
well entrenched into the mythol
ogy and controversy surrounding 
the National Gallery of Austra
lia's finest example of American 
abstract expressionist painting. 
Pure abstract painting is far more 
demanding of the senses than 
forms of abstraction evolved from 
representational imagery. 
Glimpses of trees, boats or faces 
reassure an impatient and cynical 
late 20th-century psyche all too 
easily intimidated by abstract 
thought and visual processes. 

Unlike American abstraction 
of the '50s and beyond, British 
painting is less often as purely 
abstract in content. Frank Auer
bach's streetscapes and portraits 
remain streetscapes and portraits, 
no matter how dissected and 
unfocused the forms become, and 
Howard Hodgkin's interiors defi
antly evoke the specifics of time 
and place. In contrast, John 
Hoyland's non-representational 
paintings provide no pictorial 
coathangers on which to hang 
literal readings. Instead, form and 
colour are part of a sensory 
language that operates indepen
dently of associative signposts. 
Where other British artists have, 
over the decades, straddled that 
ambivalent border between figu
ration and abstraction, Hoyland 
has straddled a desire for an 
abstract familiarity with the 
American tendency towards 
establishing a freer lexicon of 
imagery. 

Hoyland turns 60 this year. 
When still in his 20s, he partici
pated in th..: pivotal 1960 Situa• 
tion ex.hibition in London, along 
with other young abstract painters 
such a, Gillian Ayres and Bob 
Law, who were then articulatin~ a 
new brand of abstraction. British 
abstractionists of the previous 
decade (Alan Davie, Patrick 
Heron and Roger Hilton, among 
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John Hoyland ... with Black Something and other "cross-cultural hybrids". 

others) werC excluded on the 
grounds that their paintings drew 
too closely on the natural world. 
The unabashed bright colours in 
these yov.ng artists's work also 
broke with national tradition. 

Typically, the muted browns 
and greens in British painting 
reflect the reality of a bleak 
climate and unpaid studio light 
bills. The terror of absolute free
dom of form and colour is 
something that Hoyland revels in 
to this day. 

Annandale Galleries is show
ing 21 recent paintings and works 
on paper in the artist's second 
Australian exhibition - the first 
was in I 980. Since I last spent time 
with Hoyland's work in London 
during the mid- to late-'80s, it has 
turned itself inside out, the char
acteris1ically enigmatic motifs 
exploding outwards rather than 
formally constricting inwards. 

The paintings are more open
ended, the forms in space lurching 
between a feeling of freedom and 
tension. As the exhibition opens 
this week, comparisons will inevi
tably be drawn with the concur
rent astronomical action in our 
solar system. 

A sort of cosmic chaos prevails, 
formal and colourful unpredict
ability within a deceptively struc-

~~d :eanc~g!:~· ~ithla~:/ r::::: 
explosive impact as the comet 
fragments hitting Jupiter, and its 
course is just as clearly plotted by 
the anist as the course of the 
comet by astronomers. 

Although the initial effect 
mi,s:ht be one of paradoxical 
comcidence, nothing in these 
confidently bombastic paimings is 
left to chance. It is here that 
Hoyland's approach differs from 
the more accidental branch of 

Abstract Expressionism, sharing 
more with Miro's flowing but 
precise calligraphic line and 
sculptor Anthony Caro's fluid 
arrangement of brightly coloured 
forms floating in three
dimensional space. 

Dominating the exhibition are 
three large canvases, including the 
malevolently titled Hating and 
Dreaming. The background is a 
vacuum of blackness. 

0 VER the surface a 
physical circular space 
is defined by a raised 
purple line of thick 

acrylic paint. Fluorescent explo
sions of colour punctuate the 
outer sections of the composition, 
keeping the viewer's eye moving 
in, out and around the entire 
canvas. Another of the large 
paintings, Devil's Leaf, h:is more 
earth-bound than cosmic conno
iations, a tentative bright green 

abstraction 
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line tracing a snail's trail or silent 
toxic leak. All of Hoyland's work 
has an innate musicality; this one 
emanating a more funereal than 
jazz band ring. 

1 In a recent interview, Hoyland 

~~~fats ~ra~~in~ e::!~allJ 
contemporary an as well as art 
from the past" and of hoping to 
create .. cross-cultural hybrids". 
The notion of cultural hybridity in 
Hoyland's work represents more 
than deference to a fashionable 
catchphrase. In this show there is a 
relatively modest painting, Li1tle 
Gold Snake, which in its new 
Australian context suggests an 
awareness of Aboriginal artistic 
culture. Next to it hangs Black 
Something, the third of the major 

ri~i~:~,~D a~:e j~oi!~ i~:t::jt~: 
image here. The "black some
thing" lurks enigmatically, neither 
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ominous nor optimistic, ag~ 1.f_ 
dark sky-blue backgrouDJl.1{. 
Although Hoyland's titles are not-11 
to be taken at face value, !th'C 
connotative racial link betwecn·-0 
these two paintings seems more 
than coincidental. By facilitatingq_ 
an interplay of possible reading.s 
within a purely abstract language{,;, 
Hoyland comes close in thcst-:.. 
works to fulfilling his dream of., 
crossing .. social, linguistic and 
cultural barriers in the way that'!" 
music does". "{f!I 

At Mori Gallery, Peter Coo-~ 
ley's paintings share Hoyland's" 
ebullient sense of colour, though·~ 
less of the enigma of concept ai:td ·• 

=~~~~s~li~;, ~:Ofe~aHo~!:; 
made and Slutty series comprises 
painted renditions of party deco!- . 
rations, knitted woolly rugs and'-~ 
hilly landscapes. A crafty exuber-.
ance prevails, the artist's goods a.~ .. 
celebration of gay and rui-af • 
Australian culture. The sexual 
associations of the image of• 
Mount Warning reflected onto the_ 
Tweed River, shown here in a 
picture postcard, was preco- ' 
ciously noted by Cooley as a child. 
Giant squelching orifices are ren
dered here in garish colours, 
strung togelher in the repetitive 
series of paintings like frilly 
streamers in a Mardi Gras parade. 
The tight frills are actually streams 

~e~:~~~leJi~~\1n~~i~!~g~f/: 
Completing the performance are · 
Cooley's ceramics, colourful veS
sels which. with their handcrafted 
rustic charm, reaffirm the artist's 
homemade and slutty intentions. 

JOHN HOYLAND 
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